FAMST 144: The Horror Film Review Task

Trait Identification

Check the box if the draft has these basic FEATURES:

- Identifies TWO films/TV shows to be examined in the final paper.

- AT LEAST ONE of these films or TV shows is on the class syllabus.

- Provides reasoning for WHY the writer is interested in these films/TV shows.

- Provides reasoning for WHY the writer is choosing to write on that/those element(s) of the class analytic framework.

The draft's reasoning for why the writer is interested in the chosen films/TV shows is:
- not present at all
- not clear
- somewhat clear
- clear
- very clear

Please explain your rating ...

The draft's reasoning for why the writer is choosing to write on the element(s) of the class analytic framework specified is:
- not present at all
- not clear
- somewhat clear
- clear
- very clear

Please explain your rating ...
Overall, the draft's written expression is:

- not effective
- somewhat effective
- effective
- very effective

Please explain your rating ...

Final Comments

We are using the "feedback hamburger here". So you should aim to give four brief notes (1-2 sentences maximum for each point) on the written expression:

1. Identify one thing you liked about the paragraph.

2. Let the writer know one area of their reasoning that was effective or could be improved.

3. Identify one area of the written expression you think could be improved.

4. Reiterate what you liked about the paragraph and encourage the writer.

The aim is to provide feedback that is EFFECTIVE but also ENCOURAGING (writing is hard, for everybody, including professionals / professors).

Remember to be polite, kind, and constructive when giving feedback to your classmates.

Compose your final comment here ...